
Did you know that around 90% of all on-
premises SAP customers have customizations? 

These customizations were not created with AI, ML, blockchain, or IoT in mind and have 

potentially astronomical reimplementation costs. It’s time to think about a more cost-

efficient way

 Control your total cost of ownership with Oracle Cloud ERP and access quarterly 

innovation update

 Immediately reduce costs by running your applications on Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI)


Explore how Eneco hosts SAP on OCI →

Decrease business costs

Proactive planning and modeling

Scenario planning prepares organizations for disruption and unforeseen events, helping you 

to anticipate and respond to market conditions and disruptions with what-if analysis.





Cross-function planning and forecasting

Connected enterprise planning helps drive budgeting and forecasting acrosslines of 

businesses and gives you a holistic view of your supply chain and workforce challenges.


Reduce supply chain disruptions

Complete enterprise planning

Create a connected plan across your organization to address short- and long-term 

talent needs by joining workforce planning, integrated business planning and 

execution (IBPX), and financial planning.



Unified ERP and HCM data

With one source of truth for finance and HR data, you can use ML–driven analytics to 

gain a deeper understanding of workforce issues and how they correlate to profitability 

to better predict business outcomes


Learn more about Oracle unified ERP and HCM →

Learn more about Oracle unified SCM and HCM →


Read how CNH Industrial cuts transportation and 
logistics overhead and delays →


How: Every 90 days we deliver the 
industry’s most advanced technologies to 
your applications so that you can modernize 
processes, automate manual work, increase 
speed, and spark innovation in a highly 
secure environment.



Why this matters: You automatically 
receive continuous innovation and process 
improvements based on the latest 
technologies with no business disruption. 








Continuous business

process optimization


Connected cloud 
applications


How: Oracle offers a complete suite of 
flexible modular cloud applications that are 
engineered to work together and are 
composable as they are optimized for 
adaptability with fast innovation cycles.





Why this matters: When all modules are 
built on unified data, you can optimize 
processes and analyze data across 
departments using a single cloud. This 
makes collaboration easy.


How: Built-in artificial intelligence (AI) 
automates the most time-consuming, 
mundane business processes and delivers 
predictive planning and forecasting for 
faster adaptability to new situations and 
better cost management.



Why this matters: With AI, up to 96% of 
transactions can be automated, giving your 
employees more time for strategic work. 





Embedded artificial

intelligence


Learn about innovation →Learn more about composability → Read How Oracle closes its books 

twice as fast as SAP and Workday  →

The year-over-year trend is going in the wrong direction. 


Oracle Fusion Cloud Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

can help SAP ERP customers unify their disparate financial 
processes and improve cross-department collaboration with:



Take the next steps:

View more Oracle vs. SAP comparisons


Read more reasons to migrate from any ERP to Oracle Cloud ERP



 37%


46%


Disconnected finance

systems: 



% of respondents % of respondents

2021 2021 

2022 2022

 33%


43%


Lack of collaboration across 
departments:



+ 10%+ 9%
The question was “What are the three biggest obstacles to optimizing your financial management process?”

Top obstacles selected by SAP ERP customers 
increased over the 2021 survey...

When left ignored, disconnected systems and inadequate cross-department
collaboration can dramatically amplify global economic impacts.

More SAP ERP 
customers face 
the same barriers 
to efficiency
Gatepoint Research conducted a 2022 survey of current SAP Financial 

Management customers who hold executive and management roles in 

finance, financial planning, and accounting. The survey data highlights the 

recurring challenges SAP users face in critical business areas. The findings 

are not surprising as these organizations are constrained by legacy SAP ERP 

systems that were built for yesterday’s business challenges.







The top three global economic impacts selected by 
SAP customers increased over the 2021 survey...

Rising 

business costs 

Workforce 

disruptions 





Supply 

chain disruptions 

The question was “How has your business been impacted over the last year?”

+33%
 +25%
 +10%
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3 top business challenges

With Oracle's unified and intelligence-driven Cloud ERP 
platform that connects finance departments with common 
data,  SAP ERP customers can resolve their...





Minimize workforce disruptions
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